SHLTHSRV - University Health Services
SSTRINST - Strengthening Institutions
SSTUSUPP - Student Support Services
SVCSTUAF - Vice Provost Student Affairs
SWOMENCE - Student Affairs Programs
SCAC - ZZZ-Child Advocacy Center
SRES - VP Research
SMOIMH - MO Institute of Mental Health
SMIMHRESEV - MIMH-Research & Evaluation
SMIMHPOPED - MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed
SMIMHCBHI - MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov
SMIMHPLYET - ZZZ-MIMH-Policy & Ethics
SMIMHLIBRY - MIMH-Library
SMIMHCLDFA - ZZZ-MIMH-Child & Family
SMIMHMTLHL - ZZZ-MIMH-Mental Health Systems
SMIMHCNTED - ZZZ-MIMH-Continuing Education
SMIMHADMIN - MIMH-Administration
SCTRNS - Center for Nanoscience
SNEURODY - ZZZ-Center for Neurodynamics
SCTRME - ZZZ-Ct forMolecularElectronics
SMAMTC - Missouri Enterprise
SRSCCHADM - Office of Research Administrat
SLDRS - ZZZ-Leadership Institute
SRSCH - ZZZ-VC Research
ENSEGR - UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer
ENSENGPRO - UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer
SA&S - College of Arts & Sciences
SASCNTED - A&S Continuing Education
SA&SADVCR - Advanced Credit
SA&SCDEAN - A&S Associate Dean
SA&SECONED - ZZZ-Economic Education
SA&SGWPRO - ZZZ-Gateway Writing Project
SA&SINNOV - Innovation
SA&SJRSCI - ZZZ-Junior Science
SA&SLABOR - ZZZ-Labor Studies
SA&SMATHPR - ZZZ-Math Programs
SA&SMICROS - ZZZ-Microcomputing
SA&SSPECPR - ZZZ-Special Programs
SCEFNArts - ZZZ-Fine Arts
SAIRSCIE - ZZZ-Air Science
SMILSCIE - Military & Veteran Studies
SGERONTO - Gerontology
SPSYCTR - Center for Trauma Recovery
SA&SSACAD - Academic Advising, Arts & Scie
SCACEN - Child Advocacy Center
SANTHROP - Anthropology
SBIOL - Biology
SCHEMIST - Chemistry
SCRIM&CJ - Criminology & Criminal Justice
SDEANSA&S - Dean of Arts & Sciences
SMERCLIB - Mercantile Library
  ★ SMERCOPER - Operating Accounts
  ★ SMERCTRAN - Endowed Professors
  ★ SMERCINKND - Mercantile In Kind Gifts
  ★ SMERCGRANT - Mercantile Grants
  ★ SMERCFUNDS - Mercantile Funds

SNRSG - College of Nursing
  ★ SCOLNRSG - College of Nursing
  ★ SCOLNURSNG - College of Nursing
  ★ SPRELICENS - College of Nursing-Pre-Licen

SPTO - College of Optometry
  ★ SCHOPTOM - College of Optometry

SPLHC - Honors College
  ★ SDPLHC - Dean Honors College

SBDP - Budget Development & Planning
  ★ SBUDP - Budget Development & Planning

  ★ SREVENUE - Campus Specific Revenues
  ★ SACCRUAL - Campus Specific Accruals
  ★ SCEERECV - Campus Specific Extension Reco
  ★ SCHRSVBL - Chancellor Reserves & Fund Bal
  ★ SCOSTREC - Campus Specific Cost Recoverie
  ★ SCPSSPEC - Campus Specific
  ★ SRSVFDLB - Campus Specific Reserve & Fund
  ★ SSTFBEN - Campus Specific Staff Benefits
  ★ STRNFRS - Campus Specific Transfers

SCHAN - Chancellor
  ★ SCHNL - Chancellor

  ★ SCAMPCHN - Campus Departments Chancellor
  ★ SCHSU - Chancellor-Special Units

  ★ SCHANCEL - Special Units Chancellor
  ★ SCHANSPE - ZZZ-SpecialUnitsChildAdvocacyS
  ★ SOEQOPP - Special Units Office of Equal

SMTS - VC for Managerial & Tech Svcs

SSFTY - Institutional Safety
  ★ SGROUNDS - Grounds
  ★ SASDSFTY - ASD Institutional Safety Proje
  ★ SPARKING - Transportation & Parking
  ★ SPOLICE - UMSL Police

SCFM - Campus Facilities Mgmt
  ★ SSECSVCS - Security Services
  ★ SENVHLSF - Environmental Health & Safety

  ★ SPLNCONS - Planning & Construction
  ★ SFACPLAN - Facilities Planning
  ★ SPROJECTS - Planning & Construction Projec

  ★ SCAPPROJ - Capital Projects

SFACSERV - Facilities Services
  ★ SCUSTODIAL - Custodial Services
  ★ SCUSTOMER - Customer Services

  ★ SFACLPROJ - Facilities Services Projects

  ★ SFACSTORE - ZZZ-Facilities Storeroom